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ABSTRACT

Crowd-powered conversational assistants have been shown to
be more robust than automated systems, but do so at the cost
of higher response latency and monetary costs. A promising
direction is to combine the two approaches for high quality,
low latency, and low cost solutions. In this paper, we introduce
Evorus, a crowd-powered conversational assistant built to automate itself over time by (i) allowing new chatbots to be easily
integrated to automate more scenarios, (ii) reusing prior crowd
answers, and (iii) learning to automatically approve response
candidates. Our 5-month-long deployment with 80 participants and 281 conversations shows that Evorus can automate
itself without compromising conversation quality. Crowd-AI
architectures have long been proposed as a way to reduce cost
and latency for crowd-powered systems; Evorus demonstrates
how automation can be introduced successfully in a deployed
system. Its architecture allows future researchers to make further innovation on the underlying automated components in
the context of a deployed open domain dialog system.
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INTRODUCTION

Conversational assistants, such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s
Echo, and Microsoft’s Cortana, are becoming increasingly
popular, but are currently limited to specific speech commands
that have been coded for pre-determined domains. As a result, substantial effort has been placed on teaching people
how to talk to these assistants, e.g., via books to teach Siri’s
language [36], and frequent emails from Amazon advertising
Alexa’s new skills [1]. To address the problem of users not
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Figure 1. Evorus is a crowd-powered conversational assistant that automates itself over time by (i) learning to include responses from chatterbots and task-oriented dialog systems over time, (ii) reusing past responses, and (iii) gradually reducing the crowd’s role in choosing highquality responses by partially automating voting.

knowing what scenarios are supported, AI2 recently built an
Alexa skill designed to help people find skills they could use,
only to have it rejected by Amazon [8].
Crowd-powered assistants are more robust to diverse domains,
and are able to engage users in rich, multi-turn conversation. Some systems use professional employees, such as Facebook M [15], while others use crowd workers, such as Chorus [25]. Despite their advantages, crowd-powered agents remain largely impractical for deployment at large scale because
of their monetary cost and response latency [3, 19]. On the
other hand, crowd-powered systems are often touted as a path
to fully automated systems, but transitioning from the crowd
to automation has been limited in practice. The most straightforward approach is to use data from prior conversations to
train an automated replacement. This can work in specific
domains [46], or on so-called “chit-chat” systems [2]. Fully
automating a general conversational assistant this way can be
difficult because of the wide range of domains to cover and the
large amount of data needed within each to train automated
replacements. Such automated systems only become useful
once they can completely take over from the crowd-powered
system. Such abrupt transition points mean substantial upfront

